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ALMOST CONFORMALLY EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS AND
OBSTRUCTIONS
A. ROD GOVER
Abstrat. A Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian (or onformal) stru-
ture is onformally Einstein if and only if there is a suitably generi par-
allel setion of a ertain vetor bundle  the so-alled standard onformal
trator bundle. We show that this haraterisation leads to a systemati
approah to onstruting obstrutions to onformally Einstein metris.
Relaxing the requirement that the parallel trator eld be generi gives
a natural generalisation of the Einstein equations.
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1. Introdution
In these partly expository notes we review some reent results onerning
obstrutions for metris (on manifolds of dimension n ≥ 3) to be onformally
Einstein and disuss the relationship between these and a generalisation of
the Einstein ondition. Given an initial metri we show that the equations for
a onformally related metri to be Einstein, when prolonged and written as a
rst order system, give a onformally invariant onnetion on a ertain vetor
bundle. This is the so-alled (standard onformal) trator onnetion and
bundle respetively. A solution of the original equations, that is an Einstein
metri, is then equivalent to a suitably generi parallel setion of the trator
bundle. Relaxing the ondition that the parallel trator be generi then leads
to an obvious generalisation of the Einstein equations. These generalised
strutures, viz. Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian manifolds equipped with
a parallel standard trator, are termed almost Einstein strutures. A losely
related term is almost onformally Einstein: we say a Riemannian or pseudo-
Riemannian manifold is almost onformally Einstein if on an open dense
subset it is onformally related to Einstein metri. In setions 2 and 3 we
inlude some new (although elementary) analysis of the zero set of the saling
funtion on almost Einstein spaes, that is the set where the Einstein metri
is singular. There is no attempt to be omplete in this treatment. Rather
it is intended to merely point out some of the most obvious properties of
parallel trators.
The problem of nding neessary and suient onditions for a Rieman-
nian or pseudo-Riemannian manifold to be loally onformally related to an
Einstein metri has been studied for almost 100 years. Early results date
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bak to the work of Brinkman [2, 3℄ and Shouten [19℄. Substantial progress
was made by Szekeres in the 1963 [20℄ and then Kozameh, Newman and
Tod (KNT) [16℄ in 1980's. One approah is to seek invariants, polynomial
in the Riemannian urvature and its ovariant derivatives, that give a sharp
obstrution to onformally Einstein metris in the sense that they vanish if
and only if the metri onerned is onformally related to an Einstein met-
ri. For example in dimension 3 it is well known that this problem is solved
by the Cotton tensor, whih is a ertain tensor part of the rst ovariant
derivative of the Rii tensor. This tensor is also a sharp obstrution to
loal onformal atness. So loally 3-manifolds are onformally Einstein if
and only if they are onformally at. In [16℄ KNT desribed onformal in-
variants that gave sharp obstrutions on 4 manifolds given a restrition that
the lass of metris to be onsidered is suitably generi. One omponent of
the KNT system is the Bah tensor. For manifolds of higher even dimension
there is a natural analogue of the Bah tensor; this is the Feerman-Graham
obstrution tensor. This trae-free, divergene-free (density valued) 2-tensor
is of onsiderable urrent interest, in part due to its relationship to Branson's
Q-urvature [15℄. In the original work of Feerman and Graham this tensor
B arose as an obstrution to their ambient metri onstrution [8℄. They
observed that for onformally Einstein manifolds the ambient onstrution
works to all orders and hene B vanishes identially (see [15℄ where the
equivalent argument in terms of the Poinaré metri is given expliitly).
One point of this artile is to illustrate that the trator bundle and the
relationship of parallel trators to Einstein metris leads to a a uniform treat-
ment of these obstrutions. We review here aspets of the reent work [12℄
of the author with Nurowski where it is observed that many of the lassial
obstrutions to onformally Einstein metris, inluding the KNT invariants,
an be reovered via the integrability onditions for a parallel trator. In
fat the treatment via trators leads to new obstrutions and in partiular a
system of invariants that gives a sharp obstrution to onformally Einstein
metris for the lass of metris that are weakly generi (this means that,
viewed as a bundle map TM → ⊗3TM , the Weyl urvature is injetive).
This is a broader lass of metris than treated previously and in partiu-
lar extends onsiderably the reent results of Listing [17℄. Following [14℄ we
then observe that essentially the same ideas lead to a simple and diret proof
that the Feerman-Graham tensor B vanishes for onformally Einstein met-
ris. Aside from these new results for Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian
geometry a point that should be made is that the ideas here for the on-
strution and study of obstrutions via parallel trator elds adapt easily to
other equations and to other strutures. An obvious example is projetive
strutures where one ould follow these ideas to give obstrutions to Rii
at sales. There is also evidene that the related ideas will have a useful
role in CR geometry [6℄, [11℄.
Of ourse, by ontinuity, onformal invariants whih vanish for onformally
Einstein metris also vanish for almost onformally Einstein metris. Thus
in any ase where suh invariants give a sharp obstrution the equations
they determine are naturally viewed as the equations for almost onformally
Einstein metris.
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2. Einstein metris and the trator bundle
Let M be a smooth manifold, of dimension n ≥ 3, equipped with a Rie-
mannian or pseudo-Riemannian metri gab. Here and throughout we em-
ploy Penrose's abstrat index notation [18℄ and indies should be assumed
abstrat unless otherwise indiated. We write Ea to denote the spae of
smooth setions of the tangent bundle on M , and Ea for the spae of smooth
setions of the otangent bundle. (In fat we will often use the same sym-
bols for the orresponding bundles, and also in other situations we will often
use the same symbol for a given bundle and its spae of smooth setions,
sine the meaning will be lear by ontext.) We write E for the spae of
smooth funtions and all tensors onsidered will be assumed smooth with-
out further omment. An index whih appears twie, one raised and one
lowered, indiates a ontration. The metri gab and its inverse g
ab
enable
the identiation of Ea and Ea and we indiate this by raising and lowering
indies in the usual way.
Reall that the Levi-Civita onnetion ∇a is the unique torsion free on-
netion preserving the metri gab. The Riemann urvature tensor Rab
c
d is
given by
(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)V
c = Rab
c
dV
d
where V c ∈ Ec.
This an be deomposed into the totally trae-free Weyl urvature Cabcd and
the symmetri Shouten tensor Pab aording to
Rabcd = Cabcd + 2gc[aPb]d + 2gd[bPa]c.
Thus Pab is a trae modiation of the Rii tensor Ricab = Rca
c
b:
Rab = (n− 2)Pab + Jgab, J := P
a
a.
Reall that a metri is Einstein if the Rii tensor is pure trae. Equivalently
this means the Shouten tensor is pure trae,
Pab −
1
n
Jgab = 0.
Given a (pseudo-)Riemannian metri g we are interested in the question
of whether g is onformally Einstein. That is whether there is some metri
ĝ, onformally related to g
ĝ = e2ωg ω ∈ E
whih is Einstein. We write P̂ab −
1
n Ĵĝab = 0 where the hatted quantities
refer to the metri ĝ. From the formula for the Levi-Civita onnetion in
terms of the metri we an alulate the onformal variation of the Shouten
tensor. From this we obtain that, in terms of the metri gab, the ondition
for ĝab to be Einstein is
(2.1) Pab −∇aΥb +ΥaΥb −
1
n
Tgab = 0,
where
Υ := dω
and T = J−∇aΥa +Υ
aΥa.
As an equation on the funtion ω, the system (2.1) is learly overdeter-
mined and we do not expet solutions in general. We will see over the
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following pages that there is systemati way to onstrut obstrutions. First
note that the system (2.1) an be linearised by the hange of variables
ω 7→ σ := e−ω. The resulting equivalent equation on the positive funtion σ
is
TF(∇a∇b + Pab)σ = 0,
where TF indiates that we take the trae-free part. Next we replae this
equation with the equivalent rst order system:
(2.2) ∇aσ − µa = 0, and ∇aµb + Pabσ + gabρ = 0,
where µa is a 1-form eld and ρ a funtion. Dierentiating the seond of
these again and ontrating yields an equation on ρ:
∇aρ− Pabµ
b = 0.
The system has losed up linearly. Thus the original equation is equivalent
to a onnetion and the equation for a parallel setion of this. Let I :=
(σ, µb, ρ) ∈ E ⊕ Eb ⊕ E then
(2.1)⇔ ∇I = 0,
with the qualiation that σ is a positive funtion, and where
(2.3) ∇a


σ
µb
ρ

 :=


∇aσ − µa
∇aµb + gabρ+ Pabσ
∇aρ− Pabµ
b

 .
Note that the formula gives a sum of the trivial extension of the Levi-Civita
onnetion with a bundle endomorphism of E ⊕ Eb ⊕ E and so this is a
onnetion on E ⊕ Eb ⊕ E . Through ontext, no onfusion should arise from
the use of the symbol ∇ to denote this new onnetion as well as the Levi-
Civita onnetion.
We an be more preise onerning the relationship between (2.1) and
the prolonged system ∇I = 0. Note that if I is parallel then we reover
the system (2.2). From the rst of these and a trae of the seond we have,
respetively, µa = ∇aσ and ρ = −
1
n(∆+J)σ (here ∆ = ∇
a∇a). Thus we an
say that there is a 1-1 orrespondene between sales σ suh that ĝ = σ−2g is
Einstein and setions I = (σ, µa, ρ) of the bundle E ⊕ Ea⊕E with σ nowhere
vanishing (note we do not need σ positive for this statement). The mapping
from Einstein sales to parallel setions of E ⊕ Eb ⊕ E is given by σ 7→
1
nDσ
where Dσ := (nσ, n∇aσ,−(∆ + J)σ).
A main point that we wish to ome to is that from the onnetion and
its urvature it is easy to onstrut obstrutions to the equation (2.1) for
a metri to be onformally Einstein. Before we do this let us observe the
onformal invariane of the onnetion. Of ourse the question of whether
there is a metri, onformally related to g, that is Einstein is tautologially
an issue of onformal struture.
Reall that a onformal struture onM of signature (p, q) is an equivalene
lass [g] of pseudoRiemannian metris of signature (p, q) on M , with two
metris being equivalent if and only if one is obtained from the other by
multipliation with a positive smooth funtion. Equivalently a onformal
struture is a smooth ray subbundle Q ⊂ S2T ∗M whose bre over x onsists
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of the values of gx for all metris g in the onformal lass. In this piture a
metri in the onformal lass is a setion of Q.
We an view Q as a prinipal bundle π : Q →M with struture group R+,
and so there are natural line bundles on (M, [g]) indued from the irreduible
representations of R+. For w ∈ R, we write E [w] for the line bundle indued
from the representation of weight −w/2 on R (that is, R+ ∋ x 7→ x
−w/2 ∈
End(R)). Clearly the bres inherit an ordering from R. A setion of E[w]
orresponds to a real-valued funtion f on Q with the homogeneity property
f(x,Ω2g) = Ωwf(x, g), where Ω is a positive funtion on M , x ∈ M , and g
is a metri from the onformal lass [g]. Given a vetor bundle V or setion
spae thereof we write V[w] as a shorthand for V ⊗ E [w].
There is a tautologial funtion g on Q taking values in S2T ∗M , namely
the funtion whih assigns to the point (x, gx) ∈ Q the metri gx at x. This is
homogeneous of degree 2, sine g(x, s2gx) = s
2gx and so g is equivalent to a
setion of E(ab)[2] that we denote by the same symbol and term the onformal
metri. (Note (a · · · b) means the symmetri part over the enlosed indies.)
Then a metri g from the onformal lass is determined by a non-vanishing
setion σ of E [1] (a so-alled onformal sale) via the equation g = σ−2g.
The onformal metri gab has an inverse g
ab
in E(ab)[−2].
By using density-valued tensor elds and gab and its inverse to raise and
lower indies and so forth we an avoid arrying around onformal fators
in alulations. Otherwise the alulations are almost formally idential to
the alulations where one instead piks a referene metri. For example
in these terms the onformal sale σ ∈ E [1] gives an Einstein metri if and
only if it solves the equation
(2.4) TF(∇a∇b + Pab)σ = 0.
Here the Shouten tensor P and the Levi-Civita onnetion ∇ are onstruted
from any metri g from the onformal lass and ∇ is extended to at on
densities (and density valued tensors) through the trivialisation of the density
bundles given by the hoie g. It is easily veried expliitly that this equation
is onformally invariant. Indeed the left-hand-side is onformally invariant;
if ĝ is another metri from the onformal lass then we have TF(∇̂a∇̂b +
P̂ab)σ = TF(∇a∇b + Pab)σ. Thus if we begin with (2.4), in our argument
above, then the orresponding onnetion (2.3) is onformally invariant. This
is the so-alled (onformal) trator onnetion [7, 21, 1℄ (whih is an indued
onnetion equivalent to the normal onformal Cartan onnetion  see [5℄).
Note that the onnetion really ats on the (standard) trator bundle T
(or EA in abstrat index notation) whih may be dened as the quotient of
J2E [1] by the image of E(ab)0 [1] in J
2E [1] through the jet exat sequene at
2-jets. Here E(ab)0 [1] means the trae-free symmetri part of Eab ⊗ E [1]. By
onstrution then there is a anonial surjetion T → J1E [1]. Composing on
the left with the jet projetion J1E [1]→ E [1] we obtain a anonial map XA :
EA → E [1]. The invariant version of the operator D above (that we again
denote by D) is just the omposition involving the universal 2-jet operator
j2 : E [1] → J2E [1] followed by the anonial projetion J2E [1] → T . Via a
hoie of metri g, and the Levi-Civita onnetion it determines, we may use
the formula given for (1/n times) D above, viz σ 7→ (σ,∇aσ,−
1
n(∆ + J)σ)
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to split the trator bundle [EA]g = E [1] ⊕ Ea[1] ⊕ E [−1]. In the disussions
that follow we will often use the splitting determined by some hoie of
metri without expliit omment. In terms of suh a splitting the onformally
invariant trator onnetion is then exatly given by the formula (2.3). This
onnetion preserves a onformally invariant signature (p + 1, q + 1) trator
metri h whih, in terms of the splitting mentioned, is given by h(V, V ) =
2σρ+gabµaµb, if [V ]g = (σ, µa, ρ). For further details on the trator alulus
from this point of view see [4℄. The relationship between parallel trators
and onformally Einstein metris, while impliit in [1℄, was probably rst
observed and treated in detail by Paul Gauduhon in [9℄. Let us summarise
our observations and results as a theorem (f. theorem 3.1 in [12℄).
Theorem 2.1. On a onformal manifold (M, [g]) there is a 1-1 orrespon-
dene between onformal sales σ ∈ E [1], suh that g = σ−2g is Einstein, and
parallel standard trators I with the property that XAI
A
is nowhere vanishing.
The mapping from Einstein sales to parallel trators is given by σ 7→ 1nDAσ
while the inverse is I
A 7→ XAI
A
.
From this theorem it is natural to investigate the interpretation of parallel
trators in general, i.e. without assuming XAI
A
is non-vanishing. If ∇aIB =
0 at x ∈ M , then at x we have IB =
1
nDBσ. So for parallel I
A
, it follows
from the denition of D that XAI
A
vanishes on an open set if and only if
I
A
vanishes on the same open set. So suppose I
A 6= 0 is parallel (and hene
non-vanishing). Then σ := XAI
A
may vanish at points or on suitable losed
sets, but the 2-jet of σ is non-vanishing. In partiular, σ is non-vanishing on
an open dense set. From this observation and the Theorem, it follows that
a manifold admits a parallel trator if and only if there is a setion σ of E [1]
suh that on some open dense subset σ−2g is Einstein. Sine, for a trator
I, σ = XAI
A
determines a metri by g = σ−2g let us all any point where σ
vanishes a point of sale singularity.
Let us say a metri g (or a onformal struture [g]) on a manifold M is
almost onformally Einstein if it is onformally Einstein on an open dense
subset of M . The Poinaré metris of [8℄ are examples of suh metris and
it is straightforward to onstrut other examples [11℄. This is a natural gen-
eralisation of the Einstein ondition sine any natural onformally invariant
tensor whih vanishes for onformally Einstein metris also vanishes, by dint
of ontinuity, for almost onformally Einstein metris. The requirement that
a metri admit a parallel standard trator (whih is ostensibly a stronger re-
quirement than being almost onformally Einstein) is an espeially natural
ondition from two points of view. Firstly although it is a onformal ondi-
tion eah parallel trator determines an atual Einstein metri on an open
dense subset of the manifold. Seondly the equation of parallel transport
for the trator eld gives a anonial extension of the Einstein equations
through any sale singularities. Hene a Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian
struture (or a onformal struture [g]) equipped with a parallel standard
trator will be termed an almost Einstein struture.
Let us make a few simple observations onerning almost onformally
Einstein strutures. Suppose that (M, [g]) is an almost onformally Einstein
manifold suh that the (maximal) onformally Einstein subset is onneted.
Then it has a parallel trator on a onneted open dense subset of M and
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thus (extending this by parallel transport) a parallel trator on M . For
example Feerman and Graham's Poinaré metris admit a parallel trator
and so are almost Einstein. Note that when we have a parallel trator I, then
the onstant funtion −n2 I
A
IA extends the salar urvature J aross points
of sale singularity.
Sine I parallel implies I = 1nDσ for some density of weight 1, an obvious
question is whether, at any point x, we an have j1xσ = 0. In fat this an
happen sine on onformally at strutures the trator onnetion is at; we
may set I = (0, 0, 1) at some point x and then extend (loally at least) to
a parallel eld by parallel transport. We will see below (see the omment
following Theorem 3.4) that if I = 1nDσ (non-trivial) is parallel and j
1
xσ = 0
then the Weyl urvature must vanish at x. On top of this there there are
other severe restritions.
Proposition 2.2. If I = 1nDσ 6= 0 is parallel and j
1
xσ = 0 then σ 6= f1f2σ˜
where σ˜ is a setion of E [1], and f1 and f2 are funtions whih vanish at x.
If I = 1nDσ 6= 0 is parallel then j
1σ an only vanish at isolated points. In
Riemannian signature if I = 1nDσ 6= 0 is parallel and j
1
xσ = 0 then there
is a neighbourhood of x suh that, in this neighbourhood, σ is non-vanishing
away from x.
Proof: For the rst statement suppose that I = 1nDσ 6= 0 is parallel and
j1xσ = 0. Then (without loss of generality, by a onstant resaling we may
assume) I(x) = (0, 0,−1). Thus from (2.3) we have ∇a∇bσ(x) = gab(x)
(whereas ∇a∇b(f1f2σ˜) has rank at most 2 at x).
For the seond laim suppose that I = 1nDσ 6= 0 is parallel and j
1σ
vanishes along a urve x(t) through x. Then if ta is the tangent eld we
have ta∇a∇bσ = 0 along the urve and in partiular at x. But at x, as
observed, we have ∇a∇bσ = gab and so t
a∇a∇bσ = t
agab 6= 0 and we have a
ontradition.
Finally let us pik a metri g from the onformal lass and with this
trivialise the density bundles. If I = 1nDσ 6= 0 is parallel and j
1
xσ vanishes
then ∇a∇bσ(x) = gab(x) and so, in terms of Riemann normal oordinates
based at x, the rst non-vanishing term in the Taylor series for σ (based at
x) is gijx
ixj . 
3. Obstrutions
There is an obvious integrability ondition for the existene of a parallel
trator:
∇aI
C = 0⇒ [∇a,∇b]I
C = Ωab
C
DI
D = 0
where Ωab
C
D is the urvature of the trator onnetion. So Ωab
C
DI
D = 0
is a neessary ondition for a metri to be onformal to Einstein. It is an
elementary exerise to interpret this in terms of tensors. An easy alulation
establishes that
(3.1) Ωab
C
D =


0 0 0
Acab Cab
c
d 0
0 −Adab 0


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where Aabc := 2∇[bPc]a is the Cotton tensor for the metri g giving the
splitting of the trator bundles. Thus, if

σ
µd
ρ


gives I
D
in the sale g then
(3.2) Ωab
C
DI
D = 0⇔ σAcab + µ
dCab
c
d = 0.
(For the impliation ⇐ note that σAcab + µ
dCab
c
d = 0 implies µ
dAdab = 0
from the symmetries of the Weyl urvature.) Where σ is non-vanishing this
is
[C℄ Adab +K
cCcdab = 0
with Kc = −σ
−1µc. If we require in addition that Kc is exat then this is
the C-spae equation of [20, 16℄, the equation that is satised if and only if
the Cotton tensor vanishes in some sale; Ωab
C
DI
D = 0 generalises this.
We an now dierentiate to obtain more integrability onditions. Ωab
C
DI
D =
0 implies
0 = ID∇eΩab
C
D +Ωab
C
D∇eI
D
so if I
D
is parallel then
[D℄ I
D∇eΩab
C
D = 0 .
Obviously we ould ontinue along these lines. More abstratly the situation
is this. If I is parallel then it is obviously xed by the onformal holonomy
group for the trator onnetion. Thus the innitesimal holonomy group
xes I and the Lie algebra of this is generated by the trator derivatives of
the trator urvature. In general alulating even the innitesimal holonomy
is not possible. We shall see that in a rather general setting it sues,for our
purposes, to stop at [D℄. Note that the pair (Ωbc
D
E,∇aΩbc
D
E) simply reov-
ers the 1-jet of the urvature at eah point, and so the pair is onformally
invariant.
Contrating [D℄ via gea gives ID∇aΩab
C
D = 0 and via a short alulation
we may re-express this by the equation
[B℄ Bab + (n− 4)K
dKcCdabc = 0,
provided XAI
A
is non-vanishing. Here
Bab := ∇
cAacb + P
dcCdacb.
is the Bah tensor (whih is onformally invariant in dimension 4). Sine
the pair (Ωbc
D
E ,∇aΩbc
D
E) is onformally invariant it is lear that so is the
system [C℄, [D℄ and hene so also the system [C℄, [B℄. In dimension 4 the latter
is exatly the system onsidered by Kozameh, Newman and Tod in [16℄. In
any dimension assuming the metri is suiently generi this generalisation
of the KNT system is suient to determine whether or not a metri is
onformally Einstein (see theorems 2.2 and 2.3 of [12℄).
For the purposes of haraterising onformally Einstein metris or almost
onformally Einstein metris the system [C℄, [D℄ has more information. Let
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us say that a (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold is weakly generi if, at eah
x ∈M , the only solution V dx ∈ TxM to
CabcdV
d
x = 0 , at x ∈M ,
is V dx = 0. We will say that a (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold is almost weakly
generi if the only smooth vetor eld V d solving
CabcdV
d = 0 ,
is V d = 0. The following is a generalisation of Theorem 3.4 of [12℄.
Theorem 3.1. A weakly generi onformal manifold is onformally Einstein
if and only if there exists a non-vanishing trator eld I
A ∈ EA suh that
I
EΩbcDE = 0 [C˜℄
I
E∇aΩbcDE = 0 [D˜℄.
An almost weakly generi onformal manifold admits a parallel standard
trator if and only if there exists a non-vanishing trator eld I
A ∈ EA suh
that [C˜℄ and [D˜℄ hold.
Proof: ⇒: is lear for both statements.
⇐: We treat the rst statement rst. So let us assume the struture is
weakly generi. Let (σ, µe, τ) be the omponents of IE . Following [13℄ we
write Y E and ZEe for the injetors (determined by the hoie metri giving
the splitting) into the rst two trator slots. Sine [EA]g = E [1]⊕Ea[1]⊕E [−1]
we have
XA : E [−1]→ EA ZAa : Ea[1]→ E
A Y A : E [1]→ EA
so that we may write I
E = Y Eσ + ZEdµd +X
Eτ . Suppose that XAI
A = σ
vanishes at some point x. Then from (3.2) we have µdCabcd = 0 at x and so,
sine the onformal lass is weakly generi, µd(x) = 0. Thus IE = τXE , at
x, and [D˜℄ gives XE∇aΩbcDE = 0 at x. But from (2.3) ∇aX
E = ZEa and
from (3.1) XEΩbcDE = 0, and so ZD
dCbcda −XDAabc = Z
E
aΩbcDE = 0 at
x. But this means Cbcda(x) = 0 whih ontradits the assumption that the
onformal lass is weakly generi. So XAI
A
is non-vanishing.
Dierentiating [C˜℄ and using [D˜℄ gives
Ωab
C
D∇eI
D = 0.
Sine g weakly generi Ωbc
D
E must have rank at least n as a map Ωbc
D
E :
EbcD → EE . On the other hand [C˜℄ and the formula for Ωbc
D
E we have that
I
E
and (the linearly independent) XE = (0, 0, 1) are orthogonal to its range.
So
∇aI
E = αaI
E + βaX
E ,
for some 1-forms αa and βa. Dierentiating again and alternating leads to
∇[aαb] = 0. So loally α = df (some funtion f ) and I˜
E := e−f IE satises
∇aI˜
E = β˜aX
E , that is:
∇aσ˜ − µ˜a = 0
∇aµ˜b + gabτ˜ + Pabσ˜ = 0 .
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So, alulating in terms of the metri g := σ˜−2g, we have µ˜a = ∇aσ˜ = 0 and
Pab + gabτ˜ /σ˜ = 0. That is the metri g is Einstein and
1
nDAσ˜ is parallel.
Now the impliation ⇐ follows easily for the seond statement. If the
struture is almost weakly generi then it follows easily that it is weakly
generi on an open dense subset of M . Thus we obtain a parallel trator on
an open dense subset whih then extends by ontinuity. 
We have the following onsequene of the theorem above.
Corollary 3.2. An weakly generi (almost weakly generi) pseudo-Riemannian
or Riemannian metri g on an n-manifold is onformally Einstein (resp. ad-
mits a parallel standard trator) if and only if the natural invariants
ΩabKD1 · · ·ΩcdLDs∇eΩfgPDs+1 · · · ∇hΩkℓQDn+2 ,
for s = 0, 1, · · · , n + 1, all vanish identially. Here the sequentially labelled
indies D1, · · · ,Dn+2 are ompletely skewed over.
Proof: The Theorem an learly be rephrased to state that g is onformally
Einstein (or, simply admits a parallel trator, in the almost weakly generi
ase) if and only if the map
(3.3) (ΩbcDE,∇aΩbcDE) : E
bcD ⊕ EabcD → EE
given by
(V bcD,W abcD) 7→ V bcDΩbcDE +W
abcD∇aΩbcDE
fails to have maximal rank at every point of M . But by elementary linear
algebra this happens if and only if the indued alternating multi-linear map
to Λn+2(EE) vanishes. This is equivalent to the laim in the Corollary, sine
for any metri the trator urvature satises ΩbcDEX
E = 0. 
The power of Corollary 3.2 is that it gives sharp urvature obstrutions for
any signature and the idea learly generalises in an obvious way to related
problems on other strutures.
We should point out that in the ase of Riemannian signature there is
a muh simpler sharp obstrution to onformally Einstein metris in the
weakly generi setting. Let us write Lab := C
acdeCbcde and L˜
a
b for the tensor
eld whih is the pointwise adjugate of Lab . L˜
a
b is given by a formula whih
is a partial ontration polynomial (and homogeneous of degree 2n − 2) in
the Weyl urvature and for any struture we have
L˜abL
b
c = ||L||δ
a
c ,
where ||L|| denotes the determinant of Lab . Now dene
Dacde := −L˜abC
bcde
Then Dacde is a natural onformal invariant and if [C℄ has a solution for
Ke (whih is neessary for the metri to be onformally Einstein) then by
uniqueness the solution is ||L||−1DedabAdab. If Ke is exat then it is the Υe
in (2.1) and so we have the following result [12℄.
Theorem 3.3. The natural invariant
Gab := Trae-free
[
||L||2Pab−||L||∇a(DbcdeA
cde)+
(∇a||L||)(DbcdeA
cde) +DaijkA
ijkDbcdeA
cde
]
.
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is a onformal invariant of weight −8n. A manifold with a weakly generi
Riemannian metri g is onformally Einstein if and only if Gab vanishes. The
same is true on pseudo-Riemannian manifolds where the onformal invariant
||L|| is non-vanishing.
We observe here that weakly generi almost onformally Einstein metris
do not admit parallel trators with sale singularities. This observation
motivates the onsideration above of almost weakly generi metris.
Theorem 3.4. If a weakly generi onformal struture admits a non-zero
parallel standard trator eld I
A
then it is onformally Einstein and XAI
A
is an Einstein sale.
Proof: If I
A
is parallel then the system [C˜℄ and [D˜℄ holds. Early in the proof
of Theorem 3.1 it is established that if these hold and the struture is weakly
generi then XAI
A
is non-vanishing. 
Finally a related observation onerning the analysis of points of sale sin-
gularities. If IA is parallel then, reall, IA =
1
nDAσ for some density of σ of
weight 1. If at some point x we have j1xσ then at x we have I = τX
A
and
so from [D˜℄ and arguing one again as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have
that if Cabcd(x) = 0.
4. The Fefferman-Graham ambient obstrution tensor
Reall that the splitting of the trator bundle given by a metri is deter-
mined by the formula (σ,∇aσ,−
1
n(∆+J)σ) for the operator
1
nD on densities
of weight 1. From this it is easily veried that, under a onformal transfor-
mation g 7→ ĝ = e2ωg, the injetor ZA
a
transforms to ZA
a + ΥaXA. With
the onvention that sequentially labelled subsript indies, e.g. A0, A1, and
A2, are impliitly skewed over, it follows immediately that
XA0ZA1
bZA2
cΩbc
D
E,
is onformally invariant. The operator D extends to an operator (the so-
alled trator-D operator) on densities and trators of general weight w by
the formula
DAV := (n+ 2w − 2)wY AV + (n+ 2w − 2)ZAa∇aV −X
A
V,
where V := ∆V + wJV and in these formulae ∇ is the oupled Levi-
Civita-trator onnetion. Using the onformal transformation formula for
ZA
a
and the orresponding formula for Y A it is easily veried diretly that
this is onformally invariant. Thus, by onstrution the W-trator eld
WA1A2
D
E :=
3
n− 2
DA0XA0ZA1
bZA2
cΩbc
D
E,
is onformally invariant. It is readily veried that it has Weyl urvature type
symmetries:
WABCD =W[AB][CD], W[ABC]D = 0 Trae-free,
etetera.
Reall that if I
E
is a parallel trator then Ωbc
D
EI
E = 0 and from this and
the denition of the W-trator we have
(4.1) WA1A2
D
EI
E = 0,
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sine (viewed as an order 0 operator) I
E
ommutes with the trator on-
netion and, indeed, the trator-D operator. So the existene of a trator
satisfying (4.1) is a neessary ondition for a metri to admit a parallel tra-
tor and, in partiular, for a metri to be onformally Einstein. In fat in
dimensions other than 4, the equation (4.1) is in fat exatly an alternative
expression for the system [C℄, [B℄ (see [12℄).
The situation is more interesting in dimension 4. Expanding WABCE out
we obtain,
WABCE =


0
0 0
(n− 4)Cabce 0 0 0
(n− 4)Abce 0
Beb


where we have indiated omponents with respet to the omposition series
for trators (of weight −2) with Weyl tensor type symmetries (see [14℄ for
details). So in dimension 4 the only possibly non-vanishing omponent of
the W-trator is the Bah tensor. This is extrated by the trator for a sale
σ. For alulations it is more onvenient to express the expansion in terms of
the injetors/projetors X, Y and Z. In dimension n we have that WABCE
is given by
(4.2)
(n− 4)
(
ZA
aZB
bZC
cZE
eCabce − 2ZA
aZB
bX[CZE]
eAeab
−2X[AZB]
bZC
cZE
eAbce
)
+ 4X[AZB]
bX[CZE]
eBeb.
Let σ be a hoie of onformal sale and IE :=
1
nDEσ. Splitting the standard
trator bundle via the metri g = σ−2g given by the sale σ (and noting
that for the onnetion given by this sale we have ∇σ = 0) we have IE =
(σ, 0,− 1nJσ), or in other terms IE = σYE −
1
nσJXE. Contrating this into
the last display and setting n = 4 we obtain
WABCEI
E = −2σX[AZB]
bZC
eBeb.
(For the ontration note that from the formula for the trator metri we
have that XE , Y E are null, XEYE = 1, and both are orthogonal to ZE
e
.)
Now if σ is an Einstein sale (i.e. g = σ−2g an Einstein metri) then this
vanishes by (4.1). Of ourse there are easier ways to show that the Bah
tensor is an obstrution to onformally Einstein metris. The main point is
that this generalises.
Note that the W-trator has onformal weight −2. In dimension 6 this
is 1 − n/2 and so exatly the weight on whih the trator oupled onfor-
mal wave operator  (as dened earlier) ats invariantly. In dimension 6 a
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straightforward diret alulation shows that
/ WABCE =


0
0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
B
(6)
eb


where / is the modiation of  given by
/ = +
1
4
W♯♯,
and ♯ indiates the natural ation of setions of End(EA) on trators. (Note
thatW is a setion in ⊗2(End(EA)) and that if an element of End(EA) is skew
relative to the trator metri h then its ation by ♯ obviously preserves the
symmetry type of trator bundles.) Evidently B(6) is some onformal invari-
ant and from the omposition series onerned we know this is a trae-free
symmetri density-valued 2-tensor of onformal weight −4. By essentially
the same argument as for the Bah tensor above we see this an obstrution
to onformally Einstein metris. On the one hand for any sale σ ontrating
I
E := 1nD
Eσ into / WABCE extrats (the non-vanishing sale σ times) B
(6)
eb .
On the other hand if σ is an Einstein sale then I is parallel and so ommutes
with / . Thus from (4.1) B
(6)
eb neessarily vanishes for onformally Einstein
metris.
More generally we have the following (an adaption of part of Theorems
4.1 and 4.2 from [14℄).
Theorem 4.1. Let M be a onformal manifold of dimension n even. There
is a (onformally invariant) operator
/ n/2−2 : ⊗
2(Λ2EA)[−2]→ ⊗2(Λ2EA)[2− n],
whih may be expressed by a formula polynomial in X,∇A := ZA
a∇a,W, h,
and h−1, suh that
/ n/2−2WA1A2B1B2 = K(n)XA1ZA2
aXB1ZB2
bB
(n)
ab ,
Here K(n) is a (known) non-zero onstant depending on n. In the polynomial
formula for the left-hand-side the free indies always appear on a W .
From this we have immediately the generalisation of the result for the
Bah tensor and its dimension 6 analogue. One again from an easy analysis
of the omposition series for the trator bundle (with Weyl tensor symme-
tries) that / n/2−2WA1A2B1B2 takes values in we an onlude that B
(n)
ab is
a trae-free symmetri density-valued 2-tensor of onformal weight 2 − n.
By onstrution it is learly natural (i.e. an be given by a formula polyno-
mial in the onformal metri and its inverse and the Levi-Civita ovariant
derivatives of the Riemannian urvature).
Corollary 4.2. The natural tensor B
(n)
ab is onformally invariant and van-
ishes for almost onformally Einstein metris.
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Proof: The onformal invariane is immediate from the onformal invariane
of the operator / n/2−2, the trator eld WA1A2B1B2 and the result that
XA1ZA2
a : Ea → EA1A2 is injetive and onformally invariant.
For a sale σ let IA :=
1
nDAσ. Then, in terms of the metri g = σ
−2
g, we
have
I
A = σY A −
1
n
JσXA
and so from the theorem (and the trator metri) we have
σ2B
(n)
ab = 4(K(n))
−1ZA2aZ
B2
bI
A1I
B1/ n/2−2WA1A2B1B2 .
But if σ is an Einstein sale then IA is parallel and so ommutes with all
terms in the polynomial expression for/ n/2−2WA1A2B1B2 and the free indies
A1A2B1B2 always appear on a W . Thus,
I
B1/ n/2−2WA1A2B1B2 = 0 sine I
AWABCD = 0
and so from the previous display it follows that, in the sale σ,
B
(n)
ab = 0.
Sine B
(n)
ab is onformally invariant it must vanish for any metri whih is
onformally Einstein and then by ontinuity for any metri whih is almost
onformally Einstein. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 in [14℄ uses the onformal ambient metri on-
strution of Feerman-Graham and it follows easily from this proof that B(n)
is the obstrution to the ambient metri onstrution found by Feerman-
Graham.
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